Introduced the notion of symmetric circulant matrix on skew field, an easy method is given to determine the inverse of symmetric circulant matrix on skew field , with this method , we derived the formula of determine inverse about several special type of symmetric circulant matrix.
Introduction
Circulant matrix have application in code theory, applied mathematics, engineering mathematics, physics, mathematical statistics and so on, especially, circulant matrix take up an important status in error correcting code theory, reference [1] gave a deep discuss on circulant matrix theory, in this paper, we generalized this notion to skew field, then, given the notion and the property of solution of symmetric circulant matrix on skew field, and then, given the formula of determine inverse about several special type of symmetric circulant matrix.
Preparation Knowledge
Let K is a skew field, M n (k) represent matrix of order n on K, set I n represent identity matrix of order n, suppose A ∈ M n (k), matrix as
we call it symmetric circulant matrix on K, notation is
. . a n−2 a n−1 .
Especially, we call
as basic symmetric circulant matrix. It is easy to know that the property of solution of symmetric circulant matrix are as follow:
1.
2. The product of two symmetric circulant matrix is a circulant matrix.
Suppose symmetric circulant matrix
. . a n−2 a n−1 , suppose A is invertible , then ,
is the unique solution of right system of linear equations
. . .
Proof.
We can get:
According to A is invertible. We can get: system of linear equations (1) 
Where
Proof.
Let
the right system of linear equations,
A is its coefficient. Do elementary line transformation on the augmented matrixĀ of A,
Solve it we can get:
A is its coefficient. Do elementary line transformation on the augmented matrixĀ of A, 
